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ABSTRACT D

A study is conducted on high heat-flux pool boiling of f

pentane on micro-configured composite surfaces. The boiling g
surfaces are copper-graphite (Cu-Gr) and aluminum-graphite hfs

(AI-Gr) composites with a fiber volume concentration of 50%. k
The micro-graphite fibers embedded in the matrix contribute m
to a substantial enhancement in boiling heat-transfer n

performance. Correlation equations are obtained for both the nt
isolated and coalesced bubble regimes, utilizing a N

mathematical model based on a metal-graphite, two-tier q
configuration with the aid of experimental data. A new model T

to predict the critical heat flux (CHF) on the composites is ATi
proposed to explain the fundamental aspects of the boiling

phenomena. Three different factors affecting the CHF are AT,
considered in the model. Two of them are expected to become

the main agents driving vapor volume detachment under ATe,

microgravity conditions, using the metal-graphite composite ATwb
surfaces as the heating surface and using liquids with an

unusual Marangoni effect as the working fluid.

NOMENCLATURE

CI constant defined by Eq. (6)
C, constant (J/s cm 2°Cm)

d fiber diameter (m)

U'¢C

VI

micro bubble diameter (m)

frequency of micro bubbles (I/s)
acceleration due to gravity (m/s')
latent heat of vaporization at boiling point (J/kg)

thermal conductivity (W/m K)
constant
active site density (llcm 2)

number of graphite fiber tips in a vapor column
density of vapor stem (1/cm 2)

heat flux (W/cm 2)

temperature (°C)

temperature difference between heating wall surface
and interface along macrolayer (°C)

superheat at transition from isolated to coalesced

bubble regime (°C)

superheat (°C)

temperature difference between heating wall surface
and bulk liquid

critical velocity of vapor jet (m/s)
liquid volume entrapped between bubbles (cm 3)

et area fraction of fibers in base material

5 macrolayer thickness (m)
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A_

constant

Helmholtz-unstable wavelength (m)

Taylor wave node spacing (m)

contact angle (deg.)

density (kg/m 3)

surface tension (N/m)

available energy (N m)
constant

Subscripts

C critical

g due to gravity
h high heat flux region

i interface along macrolayer
1 low heat flux region or liquid
m maximum

sat saturation
t transition

v saturated vapor
w wall

c due to surface tension

Act due to surface-tension gradient
Zuber given by Zuber model

INTRODUCTION

Nucleate boiling near the critical heat flux (CHF) can

provide excellent economy along with high efficiency of heat
transfer. However, nucleate boiling performance may

deteriorate in a reduced gravity environment and nucleate
boiling usually has a poten-tialiy dffngerous characteristic in

the CHF regime. That is, any slight overload can result in
burnout of the boiling surface because the heat transfer will
suddenly move into the film-boiling regime. Webb [1] and

Thome [2, 3] provided general reviews of boiling
enhancement surfaces. Some of the surfaces can both enhance

nucleate boiling heat transfer and increase the CHF, but some
only enhance the nucleate boiling without e_her increase or

much of a decrease in the CHF value [4]. Recently, O'Connor
and You [5] investigated a painting technique tO Create a

surface microstructure for enhanced boiling heat transfer.
They reported an increase in boiling heat transfer three times

greater than the unpainted surface, and a CHF increase of 109
percent. The_' pointed out that the CHF increase was due to
surface microstructure and its influence on boiling heat
transfer characteristics.

The most widely accepted correlations for CHF,

developed by Zuber [6] and Haramura and Katto [7], are only
applicable to smooth surfaces because the correlations do not
account for surface effects. Wright and Gebhart [8, 9]

investigated enhanced boiling performance on micro-
configured surfaces and suggested a two-bubble model to

explain the enhancement of the boiling heat transfer on the
surfaces. Yang et al. [10, 11] initiated an intensive study on

nucleate pool boiling on micro,composite surfaces. They
found that boiling heat transfer on copper-graphite composite

surfaces is higher than that on pure metal surfaces by a factor

of 3 to 6. A two-tier model was proposed by Zhang et al [12]
to explain the nucleate boiling process and performance

enhancement on micro-configured surfaces. Yang and Zhang
[13] divided composite enhanced surfaces into two categories:

discrete insert/matrix-type composites and micro-configured
insert-into-matrix types. They presented a hypothesis to

explain the formation of the plateau of the boiling curve in the
CHF region. This explanation may provide a guideline for

searching for the proper construction of enhanced boiling

surfaces with a wider "safety" margin in the CHF regime.
Most recently, the authors have proposed a model to

predict the CHF on metal-graphite composites [14]. However,
the nucleate boiling mechanisms on composite surfaces,

especially in the CHF regime, have not been adequately
studied.

CORRELATIONS FOR POOL NUCLEATE BOILING

Experimental studies were performed on nucleate pool

boiling ofpentane on cooper-graphite (Cu-Gr) and aluminum-

graphite (Al-Gr) composite surfaces with various fiber volume
concentrations for heat fluxes up to 35 W/cm 2. They revealed

that the onset of nucleate boiling (the isolated bubble regime)

occurs at wall superheat of about 10 °C for the Cu-Gr surface
and 15 °C for the A1-Gr surface, with a fiber volume
concentration of 50%, much lower than their respective pure

metal surfaces. A significant enhancement in boiling heat-
transfer performance on the composite surfaces is achieved

[15], as shown in Fig. 1, due to the presence of micro-graphite
fibers embedded in the matrix. Transition from an isolated

bubble regime to a coalesced bubble regime in boiling occurs
at a superheat of about 14 °C on a Cu-Gr surface and 19 °C on
an AI-Gr surface.

According to a two-tier configuration and its
mathematical model [12], and based on the existing

experimental data, correlations for the boiling heat-transfer
performance in the isolated bubble regime and in the

coalesced bubble regime are obtained as follows:
The boi|ing heat fluX in the_low heat flux b0iHng _eg_on

(is01ated bubble regime) is mainly Contrlbuted by micro

bubbles, with negligible heat conduction across the
microlayer, and can be expressed as

q_ = p, hlg (1)

where n is the active site density, f is the frequency of micro

bubbles emitted from a tip of the graphite fiber, D,, is the

maximum micro bubble diameter, p_ is the density of saturated
vapor at the boiling point, and hfz is the latent heat of

vaporization at the boiling point. For the composite surfaces,
D,, is related to the fiber diameter, d, and the area fraction of

the fibers in the base material, a, which equals fiber volume

concentration, by



d _f_ (2)D_=_

In the case of a = 0.25 and d = 8 I.tm, the value of Dm is

calculated at about 14 lam.

The generation rate of the micro bubbles from the

composite surface, nf, depends on the superheat ATso,=Tw-Tso,

and can be given by Cs(AT, a_)m, where C, and m are constants
determined by the experimental data. Then, Eq. (1) can be
written as

q/= P, A ,,)" (3)

It is noted that the heat flux contributed by micro bubbles
reaches maximum when the boiling comes up to the transition

from the isolated bubble regime to the coalesced bubble

regime where the superheat AT, =T_t - T,,_t, Tw.t is the heating
wall surface temperature at the transition.

In the high heat flux boiling region (coalesced bubble

regime), the boiling heat flux consists of two parts: latent heat
transport by micro bubbles under the vapor stems, and by

evaporation on the interface along the macrolayer, which
equals heat conduction across the macrolayer. The total heat
flux is

qh = qt,,_ + --
NV_klAT_ (4)

where ql.m is the heat flux contributed by micro bubbles that

equals the maximum value of the heat flux in the isolated
bubble regime, N is the density of the vapor stem, Vt is the

liquid volume being entrapped between the bubbles, kl is the

thermal conductivity of the working fluid, AT,=Tw-T, is the
temperature difference between the heating wall surface and

the interface along the macrolayer, and # is the macrolayer
thickness. The temperature along the macrolayer interface in
the coalesced bubble regime, T,., can be considered

approximately to equal the heating surface temperature at the
transition from the isolated bubble regime to the coalesced

bubble regime, T., t. Thus we can write Eq. (4) as

taD,3, ,,
q, =--z-p,.h:,C,(ar,) +k,C,(ar,,,-ar,)

(5)

where

_vz, (6)
CI = 8----T-

which is a constant and can be determined by experiments.

Based on experimental data, the values of the constants
C,, m, and Ct, were estimated at 2.828x107, 2.443, and

2.389x103, respectively for the Cu-Gr composite surface, and

2.544xl05, 3.805, and 3.39x103, respectively for the AI-Gr

composite surface for the cases of a = 0.5 [17]. Figure 1
shows the experimental data and the curves that resulted from

Eqs. (3) and (5).

CRITICAL HEAT FLUX

It is well known that there are two primary models to

explain the fundamental mechanism of the CHF in saturated

pool boiling: the hydrodynamic instability model and the
macrolayer dry-out model; both models lead to the same result

[18]. Applying Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and Taylor wave
theories to the CHT on the metal-graphite composite surfaces,

Yang and Zhang [14] proposed a model to predict the CHF on
the composite surfaces. They found that in the metal-graphite

cases the Helmholtz-unstable wavelength is

O" 112 (7)

and the critical velocity of vapor jet is

(8)

where cr is the surface tension of the liquid, and g is the

gravitational acceleration. Note that the Helmholtz-unstable

wavelength, 2_, for the composite surface is only 1/-_ of that

for pure metal surfaces. It is interesting that the experimental

results show that the boiling curves of metal-graphite
composites with different graphite fiber concentrations

converge near the critical heat flux [15]. This implies that all
boiling curves will congregate at the critical point of a

particular graphite-fiber concentration a¢=1/4 which yields the

optimum nucleate boiling performance. Thus, Eq. (8) is
reduced to

J ,)P, + P,[,-_ -

(9)

Then, the CHF is given by

2n" (I0)
qc = -_ p _11:gU ,_

It is obvious that the CHF depends on the gravity through

Helmholtz-unstable wavelength, _, and will largely
undervalue the CHF under microgravity conditions.
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The hydrodynamic model of CHF from the viewpoint of
associated available energy proposed by Mcgills and Carey
[21] may also be modified to incorporate the effects of the

metal-graphite composite surfaces. The unique characteristics
of the metal-graphite composite surfaces make it easier for the

bubbles to detach from them than from pure-metal surfaces.

Due to the poor wetting characteristics of graphite, each new
micro bubble has a continually extending base and also a

larger surface-tension force that helps to keep it attached to the
tip. As the new bubbles on the fiber tips grow, they attract

micro bubbles residing in the valleys between the fiber tips.

Hence, the bubbles sit on the tips instead of within the valleys
in the high heat flux regime, with a neck near the tip surface

for its large contact angle, 0>90 °, as shown in Figs. 2(a) to (c).
The vapor columns formed at CHF have the same character,

with a neck at the foot, as shown in Fig. 2(d). The surface

tension facilitates the vapor volume detachment through a
necking process near the composite surface. Thus, in the

hydrodynamic instability analysis of the vapor columns for the
CHF, following a method similar to that of McGillis and

Carey [2 l], the available energy of surface tension

A _, = -r_,o'zd cos ¢ d- (11)
2

should be added to the total available energy. Where, r/is a
correction factor, and nt is the number of the graphite fiber tips

where the vapor sat on in the vapor column. Substituting the
n, = (a/'4X2a/d) 2 into the Eq. (11), we write A_',, as

A _ = -r/ctcr'"'d cos # (12)
8

where 2a is the Taylor wave node spacing defined as

2rc[3d(prpJg] m. Additionally, as analyzed by Zhang et al.

[22, 17], the available energy associated with the Marangoni

flow driven by surface-tension gradient

_.0O'AT. 2a.. (13)

should be also counted in the total available energy. Therefore,
the total available energy is

x x&r
A_= _-_Go_-pv)_g + ('_-_--_ A/_,,b_ - r/cro'mosd ---c_ (14)8

where z is the correction factor, and ATwb is the temperature
difference between the heating surface and the bulk liquid. As

pointed out by Zhang et al., the second term of the right side
of Eq. (14) is unfavorable to the CHF when normal pure
liquids are used as the working fluid -- they have negative

surface tension gradients with temperature. Usually, this can
be ignored in pure liquids because of the small value of the

surface tension gradient on the liquid-vapor interface.
However, when dilute aqueous solutions of long-chain
alcohols, which have an unusual Marangoni effect, are used as

the working fluid, this term becomes a considerably larger
positive value, and therefore enhances the CHF. According to

Zuber's model [21], the CHF is given by

,'r h (32a6_cg) 1'4
(15)

where zJ_ is the available gravitational energy that equals the

first term of the right side of Eq. (14). Replacement of A _ by

Agin Eq. (15) yields

qc=qc.z_,r(l+ 40°'3___(__AT- _ r/ac°s#')_ ) (16)

Based on the experimental results, all boiling curves will
congregate at the critical point of a particular graphite-fiber

concentration _rc=l/4 as mentioned above, and therefore for

the metal-graphite composite surface the CHF is given by

( 4 Oct rlcosa')"' (17)
qc = qc.z,_,_ 1+ 37('_'AT,,b l-Y;)

DISCUSSION

The enhancement mechanism of the boiling on the
composite surfaces is due to the facilitation of the necking

process of bubbles on the graphite tips. It is well known that
for conventional pure metal heating surfaces the surface

tension drags the bubbles to resist departure. However, for the
metal-graphite composite surfaces the bubbles form a neck

just above their foot and the surface tension at the neck
promotes the departure of the bubbles through the necking

process. This unique necking character of the composite
surfaces also promotes the detachment of mushroom-shape

bubbles in the high heat flux regime and the vapor columns at
the CHF region. The effect of this character is reflected in the
third term in the bracket of the right side of Eq. (17).

The first term in the bracket of the right side of Eq. (17)
reflects the gravity role, which is the main agent of bubble
detachment on the earth, and may masks other agents. The

second term is the effect of the propulsive force produced by
Marangoni flow around the vapor volumes. For pure working

fluids, which have a negative surface tension-temperature
gradient, the propulsive force tends to keep the vapor volumes
pressed to the heating surface.

It is suggested that the combination of applying the
liquids with positive surface tension gradient with temperature
as the working fluid, and using the metal-graphite composite

materials as the heating surface, will greatly enhance boiling
heat transfer. Both are independent of gravity, and therefore,



will become main agents driving vapor volume detachment

from heat surfaces and enhancing the CHF of boiling heat
transfer under microgravity conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

Metal-graphite composite surfaces not only enhance the
boiling heat transfer in nucleate boiling regimes but also at the

CHF. The mechanism of the enhancements is analyzed and a

new model is proposed to predict the CHF on composite
surfaces. Three different factors affecting the CHT are
considered in the model. Two of them will become the main

agents driving vapor volume detachment under microgravity
conditions through use of the metal-graphite composite
surfaces as heating surfaces and liquids with an unusual

Marangoni effect as working fluids.
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